THURSDAY, MAY 16, 2024, 4:30 PM – 6:30 PM
@ TRINITY EXHIBIT HALL

BAUMRIN, EMILY*
- Abstract # 135: Association of patient-reported outcome measures with mortality in chronic skin GVHD (in collaboration with J. Geffand).

CAPELL, BRIAN
- Abstract # 389: Disruption of H3K36 methylation provokes cellular plasticity to drive aberrant glandular formation and squamous carcinogenesis.

CHISEA FUXENCH, ZELMA
- Abstract # LB911: Is seborrheic dermatitis of infancy and childhood related to maternal history of seborrheic dermatitis? A population-based cohort study from the United Kingdom (in collaboration with D. Margolis).
- Abstract # LB913: Cardiovascular and metabolic comorbidities in adults with atopic dermatitis and/or psoriasis stratified by sex: a systematic review.

COTSARELIS, GEORGE
- Leo Wang- Abstract # 543: Controlled delivery of baricitinib to the skin through reversible thiomiadate adducts.

GELFAND, JOEL
- Huidi Shuchen- Abstract # 295: 15% azelaic acid gel efficacy on acne erythema and pigmentation.
- Will Song- Abstract # 503: Identifying disparities in phototherapy dosing and research participation among patients with psoriasis by race, ethnicity, and skin phenotype: Findings from the light treatment effectiveness study.

GRICE, ELIZABETH
- Tori Lovins - Abstract # LB979: Staphylococcus aureus promotes strain-dependent immunopathology during cutaneous leishmaniasis infection through induction of IL-18.
- Ayayshi Uberoi - Abstract # 455: Commensal microbiota-derived tryptophan metabolites fortify skin barrier.

LEUNG, THOMAS

MILLER, CHRISTOPHER
- Daniella Frankel - Abstract # 115: Frequency and timing of referred reconstruction after Mohs micrographic surgery with MART-1 immunostains of acral melanoma.

SEYKORA, JOHN
- Matthew Hedberg- Abstract # 797: Comparison of topical tyrosine kinase inhibitors in preclinical models of cSCC.

TAKESHTA, JUNKO
- Veda Nagubandi- Abstract # 529: Identifying barriers and facilitators to participating in clinical research among racial and ethnic minoritized adults with psoriasis.

WERTH, VICTORIA
- Victoria Wether- Abstract # 141: Classification criteria for cutaneous dermatomyositis: A validation study.

FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2024, 4:00 PM – 6:00 PM
@TRINITY EXHIBIT HALL

BAUMRIN, EMILY*
- Abstract # 308: Patient perspectives on living with chronic skin graft-versus-host disease (in collaboration with J. Geffand).

CAPELL, BRIAN
- Nina Kuprasertkul - Abstract # 394: LSD1 is a critical mediator of epidermal development, homeostasis, and oncogenesis.

CHISEA FUXENCH, ZELMA

ELEBRECHT, CHRISTOPH
- Corbett Berry - Abstract # 554: Asymmetric epigenetic and metabolic remodeling of engineered CD4 T cells drives divergent cell fate.

GRICE, ELIZABETH
- Deborah Minzagli - Abstract # 390: Topical exposure to Bispheonal A induces symptoms resembling atopic dermatitis in organotypic cultures and in mice.

LEUNG, THOMAS
- Satish Sati - Abstract # 750: Specific recruitment of type 1 innate lymphoid cells to mature tertiary lymphoid structures in human sarcoidosis.

LIU, MING-LIN
- Abstract # LB980: UVB irradiation empowered neutrophils with transmigratory and proinflammatory abilities to mediate acute lupus flares with skin and kidney inflammation.

MARGOLIS, DAVID

MILLER, CHRISTOPHER
- Karla Valdes Morales - Abstract # 510: Comparison of treatment delays and defect size for Mohs micrographic surgery of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma in Black versus White patients.

PAYNE, AIMEE
- Emma Goodman - Abstract # 552: A conserved TRAF binding motif within human 41BB enhances canine CD8+ CAR T cell expansion and cytokysis.

ROSENBACH, MISHA

SOBANKO, JOSEPH
- Medha Sharma - Abstract # 134: Methods of studying skin cancer treatment costs: A scoping review.

TAKESHTA, JUNKO
- Laura Bou Delgado - Abstract # 522: Factors affecting health disparities research participation among black adults with atopic dermatitis.

WERTH, VICTORIA
- Felix Chin - Abstract # 732: High dynamic range in imaging mass cytometry enables isolation of immune cells in cutaneous lupus erythematosus skin.
- Lillian Xie* - Abstract # 520: Erythema variation amongst racial groups may affect eligibility under current criteria for cutaneous lupus trials.
**2024 SID PRESENTATIONS BY PENN DERM**

**ORAL PRESENTATIONS**

**Sorted by room and chronological order.**

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 2024**

**CLIMATE CHANGE AND DERMATOLOGY | TRINITY BALLROOM**

01:00 PM – 01:30 PM Misha Rosenbach - An Overview and 2024 Update.

**CLIMATE CHANGE: CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE UNMET NEEDS | TRINITY BALLROOM**

03:00 PM – 04:00 PM Junko Takeshita - Moderator.

**CLIMATE CHANGE & INFECTIOUS DISEASES | TRINITY BALLROOM**

04:00 PM – 05:00 PM Misha Rosenbach - Moderator.

**THURSDAY, MAY 16, 2024**

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 2 CLINICAL RESEARCH - EPIDEMIOLOGY AND OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH | CORONADO B/C/D**

09:30 AM - 09:40 AM Victoria Werth - Abstract #141: Classification criteria for cutaneous dermatomyositis: A validation study.

10:10 AM - 10:20 AM Emily Baumrin* - Abstract #135: Association of patient-reported outcome measures with mortality in chronic skin.

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 3 EPIDERMAL - STRUCTURE AND BARRIER FUNCTION | CORTEZ C/D**

08:50 AM - 09:00 AM Nina Kuprasertkul* - Abstract # 394: LSD1 is a critical mediator of epidermal development, homeostasis, and oncogenesis.

09:30 AM - 09:40 AM Brian Capell - Abstract #389: Disruption of H3K36 methylation provokes cellular plasticity to drive aberrant glandular formation and squamous carcinogenesis.

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 5 - MINORITIZED POPULATIONS AND HEALTH DISPARITIES RESEARCH | METROPOLITAN**

08:40 AM - 08:50 AM Karla Valdes Morales* - Abstract #510: Comparison of treatment delays and defect size for Mohs micrographic surgery of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma in Black versus White patients.

09:10 AM - 09:20 AM Lillian Xie* - Abstract #520: Erythema variation amongst racial groups may affect eligibility under current criteria for cutaneous lupus trials.

10:50 AM - 11:00 AM Will Song - Abstract #503: Identifying disparities in phototherapy dosing and research participation among patients with psoriasis by race, ethnicity, and skin phototype: Findings from the light treatment effectiveness study.

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 6 UV BIOLOGY/INJURY, CARCINOGENESIS, AND CANCER GENETICS | DE SOTO**


10:00 AM - 10:10 AM Christina Ricco* - Abstract #823: Characterizing UVB-irradiated keratinocyte-derived extracellular vesicles in murine dermis.

**EUGENE M. FARBER LECTURE | TRINITY BALLROOM**

04:00 PM – 04:30 PM Junko Takeshita - Paving a Path to Equity in Psoriasis.

**FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2024**

**SYMPOSIUM ON CUTANEOUS SURGERY | GOVERNOR'S LECTURE HALL**


**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 8 CLINICAL RESEARCH – EPIDEMIOLOGY AND OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH | DE SOTO**


**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 10 PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTIC DEVELOPMENT | MONET**

08:30 AM - 08:40 AM Corbett Berry* - Abstract # 554: Asymmetric epigenetic and metabolic remodeling of engineered CD4 T cells drives divergent cell fate.

**SELECT EPOSTER DISCUSSIONS – SESSION 2 TRANSLATIONAL STUDIES AND EARLY PRECLINICAL TO CLINICAL | TRINITY EXHIBIT HALL – STAGE 1**

05:35 PM - 05:40 PM Satish Sati - Abstract # 750: Specific recruitment of type 1 innate lymphoid cells to mature tertiary lymphoid structures in human sarcoidosis.

**ADEN 2024 MEETING AGENDA | SENATOR'S LECTURE HALL**

06:45 PM Veda Nagubandi - Abstract # 529: Identifying barriers and facilitators to participating in clinical research among racial and ethnic minoritized adults with psoriasis.

**PHOTOBIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM | GOVERNOR'S LECTURE HALL**

07:15 PM Ming-Lin Liu - Neutrophil NETosis mediates acute lupus flares with skin and kidney inflammation triggered by UVB.

**SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2024**

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 13 CLINICAL RESEARCH - SOCIO-BEHAVIORAL AND HEALTH, AND QUALITY OF LIFE SERVICES RESEARCH | MONET**


12:10 PM - 12:20 PM Emily Baumrin* - Abstract #308: Patient perspectives on living with chronic skin graft-versus-host disease.

**CONCURRENT MINI-SYM. 15 IMMUNE IMMUNITY, MICROBIOLOGY, AND MICROBIOME | CORTEZ A/B**

10:30 AM - 10:40 AM Aayushi Uberoi* - Abstract # 455: Commensal microbiota-derived tryptophan metabolites fortify skin barrier.